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SUMMARY

Detailed elec4omagnetic and radiometric surveys were made
in the Woodcutters and Coamalie Gap West areas, in conjunction with a
geochemical survey, to study in more detail anomalies that had been
revealed by a reconnaissance survey of the Rum Jungle East area in
1964.

No large conducting bodies were found in the Woodcutters
area.

In the Coomalie Gap West area, the 1965 survey was a southern
extension.of the 1964 survey. The electromagnetic anomalies in the
Coomalie Gap West area do not correspond' '.aV y-, major geochemical
anomalies and base-metal mineralisation is considered unlikely to be
the 'cause of the anomalies.
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1.^INTRODUCTION

Detailed geophysical surveys using electromagnetic and surface
radiometric methods were made in the Woodcutters and Coanalie Gap West
areas of the Rum Jungle East area, which had been covered by reconnaissance
geophysical surveys in 1964 (Duckworth, 1966). The localities are shown
in Plate 1.

The Woodcutters area survey was made to provide detailed geophysical
coverage of an area known to contain a strong geochemical lead anomaly.
This anomaly was discovered during a geochemical survey done in 1964 in
the Rum Jungle East area (Dodson & Shatwel1,1965). Detailed geochamical
work was also done in 1965 concurrently with the geophysibal survey (Shatwell,
1966).

The Coomalie Gap West area surveyed was an extension to the south
of the area purveyed in detail in 1964. The reason for the extension was
the discovery in 1964 of geochemical copper anomalies (between traverses
4085 and 432S) that could extend to the south of traverse 432S. The
geophysical survey , was made in conjunction with a geochemical survey
(Shatwell, 1966) to provide detailed geophysical coverage over geochemical
ananalies.

2. GEOLOGY 

The rocks within the Woodcutters area are predominantly of the
Golden Dyke Formation with some Coomalie Dolomite in the north.

The structure is anticlinal, the axis of the structure passing
north-south through the centre of the area. The geological map shown in
Plate 2 shows these features. Geochemical and auger hole radiometric
results are also,included in Plate 2 for comparison with geophysical
results.

In the Coomalie Gap West area (Plate 3) the rocks are of the
Golden Dyke Formation with Coomalie Dolomite in the western part of the
area.

3. FIELD WORK

Electromagnetic and surface radiometric methods were employed
over the whole of the traverse pan in the Woodcutters area and over traverses
436S to 456S in the Coomalie Gap West area. Traverses north of traverse
436S in the Coomalie Gap West area are part of the 1964 survey area (Duckworth,
1966). Instruments used were the Aktiebnlaget Electrisk Malmletning
Slingram equipment and Harwell ratemeters, type 1368A.

Electromagnetic and radiometric methods were used in the hope
that the areas contained conductive sulphide mineralisation and, possibly,
uranium mineralisation in association with such sulphides. This association
is known to occur in the Rum Jungle area.

The surveys were carried out by,one geophysicist (K. DUckworth)
and two field-hands. The time taken was approximately one and a half months.



4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Woodcutters area

The Slingram real- and imaginary-component contours are shown
in Plates 4 aaa 5, and the radiometric results are shown as zones of high
surface radioactivity in Plate 6.

The most prominent feature of the Slingram ,results is an almost
completely undisturbed zone inl .thejlorth. This, is probably caused by
the presence of the Coomalie Dolomite, which forms the core of the anticline.
Thus it seems that the anticline plunges to the south and that its axis
trends north-east--in the northern part of the area. Similar zones occur
throughout the 'area; this possibly indicates that the Coomalie Dolomite
approaches the surface at these zones but does not actually crop out.
It seems therefore that the axis of the anticline passes almost centrally
through the area.

Several conductors are shown by troughs in the real component
(Plate 4). Auger hole results show that these conductors generally
occur over black shales. The high conductivity of such shales may be due
to a high sulphide or graphite cOntent.

•^ The abrupt termination of some of these conductors indicates
faulting. The positions and trends of the faults inferred from the geophysical
results are shown in Plate 6. These faults Correspond fairly well in trend
with the faulting in the geological map (Plate 2), but the respective
positions are not in good agreement.

The distribution of the conductors along the edges of the area
suggests that they represent the two limbs of the anticline, and the
geological map appears to confirm this.

The radiometric results show no very pronounced anomalies. The
zones marked in Plate 6 are greater than twice background, but in most cases
are only just greater. It seems, from a comparison of Plate 6 with the
geological map (Plate 2), that zones C, F, and G might have a subsurface
source. This is inferred from the fact that these zones coiacide with
zones of increased radioactivity in auger holes. The‘area-had been
previously investigated withlshallow costeans in 1957 and the conclusion
was that there were no anomalies due to economic uranium mineralisation
in the area '(W&in, 1959).

Coo:mane GaR,West,area 

The SlingTam resultsdre shown in Plates 3, 7, and 8. ' These'
results do not alterthe conclUsions of the report on the 1964 work
Uluckworth, 1966). The plates '.sholT part of the 1964 results (traverses
,384; to 4325) as well as the 1965 results.

Points of interest in the 1965 results are the sudden termination
at about traverse 440S of the broad central low zone (centred near 18E/4328), .
and the clearly defined real-component anomaly through 28E/436S, which,
also terminates abruptly. The termihation of these features suggests
faulting with a north-east trend through about 24E/432S.

The real-component anomaly through 28A/436S apparently represents
a strong conductor. This anomaly appears to be an extension of the anomaly
at 32E/420S. In the report on the 1964 work it was indicated that this
last mentioned anomaly shows special characteristics which indicate that
the 'low' in the real-component values may not lie directly over the



conducting body or bodies that produce it. This arises from peculiar
geametrigal circumstances connected with the distance of separation of
the Slingram coils. Thus the anomaly discovered in the 1965 extension must
be treated with the same reservations.

No radiometric results of any interest were obtained in the 1965
survey.

5. CONCLUSIONS..

The Woodcutters area does not appear to contain any large
conducting bodies within 100 ft of the surface. Therefore large
concentrations of economic base-metal sulphides are unlikely to occur ,

near the surface in this area.

In the Coamalie Gap West area, the work on the southern (4ctension
of the 1964 grid showed a strong conductor in the eastern part of the grid
and a possible fault trendingnotth-east through about 24E/432S. The
results of the 1965 work did not alter the conclusion reached in the report
on the 1964 work that the electromagnetic anomalies in the Coomalie Gap
West area do not correspond \to'.any, major geochemical anomalies, and thus
it seems that there is little possibility of economic base-metal mineralisation
being the cause of the anomalies.
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